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Abstract

Air travel demand has been on an upward trend in recent years, and airports have
thus become increasingly congested. To alleviate airport congestion, building new
infrastructure such as runways to improve capacity is an obvious solution but it is
highly expensive and has a long lead time. In the short term, airport managers
and operators have to learn to utilize current capacity more efficiently instead. This
begins with the understanding of the current operations and then identifying areas
for improvement to better utilize the available capacity.

In this thesis, we present a data-driven approach to analyze airport surface oper-
ations. The methodology is presented using data from Singapore's Changi Airport,
one of the busiest airports in the world and a major transportation hub for South-

east Asia. The current operations at the airport is characterized using multiple data
sources to identify inefficiencies such as surface congestion and unsatisfactory runway
occupancy times. Using the airport characterization, we develop queuing models for
the departure process to estimate congestion-related delays and taxi-out times. The
taxi-out time estimates from the queuing models have the potential to improve pre-
dictability as well as aid in the decision making process to reduce congestion on the
airport surface. In order to reduce congestion, many major airports around the world,
including Changi Airport, are improving their capacity by adding additional runways.
To better understand the impact of additional runways, we present a detailed capac-
ity analysis with Changi Airport as a case study. Using empirical and theoretical
capacity estimates, along with historical data on the impact of airport expansion
from similar airports such as Charlotte Douglas International Airport, we estimate
the short-term and long-term improvements in throughput at Changi Airport.

The analysis and models built in this thesis thus aim to aid Changi Airport's efforts
in alleviating congestion in both the short term and the long term, by providing
insights on areas for improvement for current operations and potential impacts of
future operational decisions.

Thesis Supervisor: Hamsa Balakrishnan
Title: Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

With rising demand for air travel, airports are becoming increasingly congested and

passengers are experiencing growing delays. It is increasingly essential to alleviate

congestion both in the short term and the long term, to minimize the negative impact

on passengers and also to improve their experience. Greater efficiency in utilizing cur-

rent capacity has to be achieved in the short term. To do so, it's important for airport

operators and managers to first understand and characterize current operations, and

then identify areas for improvement and implement remedial measures. Examining

and analyzing the large amounts of airport operational data generated each day is a

good place to start. An overwhelming amount of airport operational data is generated

daily at airports from a number of sources such as aircraft, check-in counters, immi-

gration checkpoints, airfields, and even toilets. The data from these sources have a

significant potential for evaluating and improving the efficiency of airport operations.

However, such data-driven analysis of airport operations has largely been unexplored

due to the inaccessibility of operational data to researchers.

To alleviate congestion in the long term, airport operators and managers have

to look to increasing terminal and airfield capacity. Examining data from current

operations could shed light on the impacts of adding capacity at various checkpoints

in airports, and could hence aid in the decision-making process for future operations.

17



Hence, in this thesis, we examine the data generated at Singapore Changi Airport,

as it is one of the most congested airports in the region and it has plans for capacity

expansion in the future. Its data is analyzed to first, understand current operations

and identify areas for improvement. It is hoped that these analyses will not only

provide fresh insights to airport operators and managers, but also serve as a proof-of-

concept for how these data could be used in the future to improve current operations.

Furthermore, given Changi Airport's plans to further expand its capacity, this thesis

aims to utilize Changi Airport's data to infer the effects of capacity expansion and

hence help guide operators in their decision-making process.

1.2 Thesis Outline

The outline of this thesis is as follows: Chapter 1 presents the motivation and outline

of this thesis, while Chapter 2 provides an overview of Changi Airport and the various

data sets its operators/managers have provided. In Chapter 3, aircraft track data

are examined to characterize current airport surface operations. Various metrics are

analyzed to provide a well-rounded understanding of current surface operations. They

also provide guidance on how airport operators/ managers at Changi Airport could

use this data to understand and track surface operations performance in the future.

Subsequently, various queue models for airport surface operations are introduced in

Chapter 4. These models aim to model airport surface operations and provide good

forecasts of surface congestion at Changi Airport, which could prove to be useful in

planning for future operations. The performance of these models are also assessed.

Chapter 5 of this thesis aims to predict future achieved throughput after the planned

addition of a third runway at Changi Airport. This analysis is conducted by examining

the current theoretical and achieved throughput at Changi Airport, looking at case

studies of other similar airports, and thereby inferring the future achieved throughput

at Changi Airport. Lastly, Chapter 6 provides a summary of the analyses done in

this thesis and the future research that could follow.

18



Chapter 2

Changi Airport

2.1 Overview of Changi Airport

Changi Airport is the main civilian airport of Singapore and one of the biggest trans-

portation hubs in Southeast Asia. The airport serves more than 100 airlines, handling

about 1,022 flights/day and 62.2 million passengers in 2017 [4]. Changi Airport is

currently comprised of four main terminals, with a total capacity of about 82 million

passengers per annum (mppa) [18]. The airport has two independent parallel runways

and operates under two broad runway configurations: North-flow (02L, 02C I 02L,

02C) and South-flow (20C, 20R I 20C, 20R).

Given Changi Airport Group's philosophy of building capacity ahead of demand,

adding capacity to the existing airport infrastructure has been in the planning. It has

been predicted that the Asia Pacific region is set to be the main engine of growth in air

travel demand in the next 20 years [16]. Such trends and forecasts necessitate capacity

expansion in preparation for rapid air travel demand growth in the region. As such,

the addition of a fifth terminal and a third runway to Changi Airport has been in the

planning since 2013. The third runway (02R/20L) was previously a runway used by

the military and is currently being converted into a civilian runway, while the fifth

airport terminal is planned to be positioned between 02C/20C and 02R/20L. These

developments are expected to push Changi Airport's capacity to more than 135 mppa.

A diagram of the future layout of Changi Airport with these new developments can

19



be seen in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1: Diagram of Changi Airport Terminal and Airside Layout [12]

Changi Airport has often been recognized as one of best airports in the world,

a result of its strong focus on service and innovation. Changi Airport Group, the

operator and manager of Changi Airport, often incorporates technology into its daily

operations to not only improve business performance and efficiency, but also to de-

liver personalized services to customers. The airport also aims to delight passengers

with positively surprising experiences in the airport, and it believes in reinventing air-

ports as a destination rather than a mere travel node. To that end, Changi Airport

Group has hence built Jewel Changi Airport, a lifestyle destination within the air-

port compound that provides an eclectic mix of retail and dining options with unique

attractions. Given Changi Airport's strong focus on passenger experience, Changi

Airport has won more than 580 airport awards to date, making it one of the most

awarded airports in the world [5].

20



2.2 Data Sources from Changi Airport

In order to improve airside operations and enhance passenger experience, Changi

Airport Group has been keen to analyze the vast amount of data generated at Changi

Airport. There are two main sources of data provided by Changi Airport Group:

Airport Operational Data and Aircraft Track Data. The analysis presented in this

thesis is based on these two data sources. Brief descriptions of the data sets are

presented next.

2.2.1 Airport Operational Data

The Airport Operational Data provides a wealth of information about airport-wide

operations at key checkpoints. This data is obtained from the Flight Information

Central System Upgrade (FCSU) in Changi Airport, which is the central system used

to manage the end-to-end process for a flight. The FCSU is linked to various down-

stream sub-systems to acquire different information such as the gate assignment for

flights (from the Gate Management System), on-block times (from Aircraft Docking

Guidance System), target times for Airport Collaborative Decision Making (A-CDM),

and even the estimated arrival times (from airline systems).

The Airport Operational Data contains flight specific information that includes

crucial surface data like wheels-on time, wheels-off time, gate-in time, and gate-out

time for each flight. It also provides information on aircraft type, gate assignment,

and runway assignment. Taxi-out and taxi-in times are also detailed in this data

set, which helps to inform the level of congestion on the surface and the unimpeded

taxi-out and taxi-in times in the absence of congestion. These data elements allow us

to develop models for the traffic movement on the airport surface, which is discussed

later in Chapter 4. Changi Airport Group has provided 8-months worth of airport

operational data (January - March 2017 and January - May 2018).

The aircraft type information in the Airport Operational Data is not available

for a good fraction of flights. However, the aircraft type information is critical in

determining fleet mix and estimating airport capacity. Attempts were made to impute
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these missing entries with their corresponding aircraft types in the following way: For

each flight, its airline and aircraft number were compared to that of other flights with

known aircraft types and if there was a match, the flight with missing aircraft type

would be imputed with this flight's aircraft type. This method has reduced the

number of flights with missing aircraft type by more than 80%.

Not only does this dataset include airside surface data, it also includes data on

baggage handling (e.g. first bag/last bag time), gate assignment and gate operations

(e.g. gate open/ gate close time), and check-in counters. For the purpose of this

thesis, we consider only the airside surface data to inform the discourse on current

airside operations performance and future airside operations.

2.2.2 Aircraft Track Data

The Aircraft Track Data provides each aircraft's location on the airport surface via

latitude and longitude coordinates, speed, heading and altitude, sampled at a fre-

quency of 1Hz. The track data is obtained from the Advanced Surface Movement

Guidance and Control system (A-SMGCS), which consists of a surveillance system

that records the position of aircraft using multilateration sensors [20]. This data

stream is similar to ASDE-X data. The track data could be used to infer many oper-

ational parameters such as taxi-routes, congestion hotspots, runway occupancy time

and rapid exit taxiway usage.

However, it is worth noting that the aircraft track data has its imperfections.

First, only a limited amount of track data was provided by Changi Airport Group

and hence the track analyses presented in this thesis are not conclusive. Second, a

good proportion of flights have a significant proportion of their on-surface flight tracks

missing, which could affect the resultant analysis. If more than half of a flight's track

is missing, using just the small fraction of data available could be misleading when

inferring queue sizes and hotspots. In order to assess the quality of the data, the

fraction of time missing in each flight track provided is examined. For arrivals, the

time between landing time and on-block time is the period of concern whereas for

departures, it is the time between off-block time and takeoff time. Majority of arrival
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flights have relatively complete flight tracks, with 65% of arrival flights with lesser

than 50% of their flight tracks missing (as presented in Figure 2-2). Whereas for

departing flights, only slightly more than 50% of flight have lesser than 50% of flight

tracks missing (as presented in Figure 2-3). This could be attributed to the fact that

many pilots do not turn on their transponders immediately after pushback. Hence,

it is important to be cognizant of these data imperfections while conducting the

analyses.

Fraction of time missing- Arrivals

0.1 0.2 0.3 04 0.5

fraction of time missing

Figure 2-2: A histogram of fraction of time missing from arrival flight tracks

Fraction of time missing- Departures
14

12

11)

0. 71.2 03 0.4 0.5 06 .7 0n8 0.9
Frrtion of time miss.ng

Figure 2-3: A histogram of fraction of time missing from departure flight tracks
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Chapter 3

Characterization of Current

Airport Surface Operations

Characterizing airside operations allows us to identify inefficiencies and develop strate-

gies to improve performance. Improving efficiency is important, as building additional

capacity takes time and hence enhancing efficiency in use of current capacity is a good

short to medium term solution to rising delays associated with mounting demand. In

this chapter, a general overview of Changi Airport's (SIN) airside operations will first

be presented to gather a deeper understanding of the aircraft and airline mix at the

airport, the weather conditions, the proportion of operations in each runway config-

uration alongside many other metrics. Subsequently, the aircraft track data will be

analyzed to assess things like runway occupancy times and rapid exit taxiway usage

to gain understanding of the current state of airport surface operations. The analysis

using the track data was done for just a four-hour period on a single day because

of limited data availability, making it difficult to draw conclusions about current air-

port surface operations. However, these analyses provide a good proof-of-concept,

explicating how such aircraft track data could be used in the future to help with

current and future airside operations planning. Hence, the aim of this chapter is to

not only use current (albeit limited) data to characterize current operations, but also

to demonstrate how such data could be used in the future to understand and improve

operations.
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3.1 General Statistics of Changi Airport

Changi Airport Group (CAG) constantly seeks to enhance its air hub connectivity,

and it is currently serving more than 100 airlines and over 400 cities worldwide [6].

Table 3.1 shows the top 8 airlines, ranked according to their percentage of operations.

Here, number of operations is defined as the total number of arrival and departure

flights. These top 8 airlines are responsible for 62.5% of the operations in SIN. The

top 3 airlines, which account for 44.5% of operations in SIN, are expectedly airlines

owned and based in Singapore. Both Scoot TigerAir and SilkAir are subsidiaries of

Singapore Airlines.

Rank Airline Percentage of Operations
1 Singapore Airlines 22.0
2 Scoot TigerAir 11.4
3 SilkAir 11.1
4 Jetstar Asia Airways 7.6
5 AirAsia Berhad 3.8
6 Garuda Indonesia 2.5
7 PT. Indonesia AirAsia 2.2
8 FlyFirefly Sdn. Bhd 1.9

Table 3.1: Top 8 airlines ranked by percentage of operations

The airport handles different aircraft types, with a significant fraction (44.7%)

belonging to the 'Heavy' category under wake vortex separation rules. Table 3.2

shows the top 8 aircraft types, ranked according to their percentage of operations.

The top 2 aircraft types belong to the 'Large' category and account for 42.2% of

operations.

In addition to fleet mix, weather conditions can also greatly affect the capacity of

an airport. Airport capacity is defined as the number of aircraft movements (arrivals

and departures) that can be performed in the airport in a fixed time interval (e.g.

an hour, 15 minutes). Hence, it is necessary to understand weather conditions at

SIN to characterize airside operations. There are two main weather categories -

Visual Meteorological Conditions (VMC) and Instrumental Meteorological Conditions
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Rank Aircraft Type Percentage of Operations
1 A320 27.5
2 B738 14.7
3 A333 9.0
4 B77W 7.0
5 B772 4.7
6 A359 3.9
7 A388 3.2
8 B773 2.5

Table 3.2: Top 8 aircraft types ranked by percentage of operations

(IMC). The former refers to weather conditions where there's sufficient visibility for

pilots to maintain visual separation from other aircraft, whereas the latter refers to

weather conditions that necessitate the use of instruments to maintain separation.

Data about weather at SIN was gathered from METAR reports and analyzed to

learn the typical weather conditions at SIN throughout the day. Using two-year data

from 31st December 2016 to 31st December 2018, the percentage of IMC weather in

each hour of the day was calculated and presented in Figure 3-1. It is usually mostly

VMC throughout the day in SIN, except for mornings (7.00 to 8.00 am) and evenings

(3.00 to 5.00 pm) where percentage in IMC is higher than usual. This could be due

to morning mists or afternoon thunderstorms, which are common in Singapore.

The other important factor that drives the airport capacity is the runway configu-

ration [15]. The airport operates under two broad runway configurations: North-flow

(02L, 02C I 02L, 02C) and South-flow (20C, 20R I 20C, 20R). North-flow is the pre-

dominant runway configuration, with about 90% of the operations. In North-flow

configuration, arrivals primarily use runway 02L whereas departures use 02R (Table

3.3) and mixed operations is a rare occurrence. Similarly, under South-flow, mixed

operations rarely occur, where most of the departure operations occur on runway 20C

and most of the arrivals on 20R. As such, it is clear that most of the arrivals occur

on the same runway on 02L/20R and most departures on 02C/20C.

After characterizing the percentage of operations on each runway under both

runway configurations, we would want to then examine the performance of airside
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Figure 3-1: Percentage of 1MC weather throughout the day

Runway Dept.(%) Arr.(%)
02L 13.3 82.3
02C 87.7 17.6

Table 3.3: Percentage of departure and arrival operations on 02L and 02C under

North-flow

operations under each configuration by looking at the mean and unimpeded taxi

times. Unimpeded taxi time is defined by the FAA as the taxi time under optimal

operating conditions, when neither congestion, weather nor other factors delay the

aircraft during its movement from gate to runway or vice versa [8].

The unimpeded taxi-time for a particular gate-runway pair is determined by con-

sidering the 10th percentile of the empirical taxi-time distribution for that pair. The

average unimpeded time for a runway configuration is determined by computing the

weighted average unimpeded time over all gate-runway combinations, with the weights

representing the number of operations for a particular gate-runway pair. Table 3.5

and Table 3.6 present the unimpeded and mean taxi times under the two runway

configurations. We see that taxi-in times tend to be shorter than taxi-out times un-

der both runway configurations. In addition, the unimpeded taxi-out/ taxi-in times
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Runway Dept.(%) Arr.(%)
20R 94.0 15.6
20C 6.0 84.4

Table 3.4: Percentage of departure and arrival operations on 20C and 20R under
South-flow

under both runway configurations are similar, as expected given the terminal-runway

layout. Mean taxi-out time is slightly longer under North-flow.

Statistics (North-flow) Taxi-Out Times (min) Taxi-In Times (min)
Unimpeded 12.5 3.2

Mean 17.1 6.3

Table 3.5: Unimpeded and mean taxi-out and taxi-in times under North-flow

Statistics (South-flow) Taxi-Out Times (min) Taxi-In Times (min)
Unimpeded 12.4 3.3

Mean 15.6 6.6

Table 3.6: Unimpeded and mean taxi-out and taxi-in times under South-flow

3.2 Surface Operations Analysis: Using Aircraft

Track Data

Improving efficiency is important, as building additional capacity takes time and

hence enhancing efficiency in use of current capacity is a good short to medium term

solution to rising delays associated with mounting demand. In this section, various

aspects of airside operations will be analyzed using aircraft track data from SIN.

With more data available in the future, such analyses could be emulated, and used

to understand current state of airside operations at SIN and identify where and when

inefficiencies or problems arise in airside operations.
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3.2.1 Runway Occupancy Times

CAG has been concerned with reducing runway occupancy times (ROT), as it could

increase arrival throughput and efficiency in runway usage. ROT here refers to the

time taken for an arriving aircraft to touch down and exit the runway. CAG has

hence launched campaigns with its airline partners to encourage reduction in arrival

ROT. As such, it is thought to be useful to analyze current arrival ROT, to track

performance of each airline in terms of ROT and also introduce it as a new metric

for airline performance at the airport eventually. It could also be used to assess the

efficacy of these ROT improvement campaigns.

Using the aircraft track data, the time when each aircraft exits the runway is

derived by interpolating each aircraft's track to get latitude and longitude coordinates

per second and then identifying the instance where the aircraft's location is outside

of the runway after touch down. Subsequently, the ROT is derived by taking the

difference between the aircraft's runway exit time and its touch down time.

Mean arrival ROT is found to be 47.28 seconds and the median is 32.0 seconds.

From Figure 3-2, there is an evident outlier in this dataset, where its ROT is as long

as 526 seconds. This could be attributed to data collection error or some special

circumstance, which would probably not translate to other flights.

Not all flights' ROT can be derived, as some flights have missing flight track on

the runway and thus it is not possible to deduce how long they were on the runway.

Furthermore, some flights have touch down times after the runway exit time, which

is probably due to data collection error.

Since there's an outlier, further analysis is done without it to gain understanding

of the usual arrival ROT performance. Without the outlier, the mean and median

arrival ROT are 34.68 and 32.0 seconds respectively. Evidently and expectedly, the

mean is now lower without the outlier.

Even though CAG is interested in improving arrival ROT performance to increase

arrival throughput, it is evident from the mean and median ROT that any further

improvement in the runway occupancy times of majority arrival aircraft will have no
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Figure 3-2: Runway occupancy time of arrival flights in the dataset

effect on arrival throughput. This is because the minimum separation time between

two arriving aircrafts (of any aircraft type) exceeds the mean and median ROT at

SIN. As such, it might be more helpful to look at the flights with high ROT that

exceeds minimum separation time and have a more targeted ROT campaign that

aims to reduce ROT of these flights. In our dataset, two aircraft have ROT more

than 60 seconds, which is the minimum separation time between a leading 'Large'

aircraft and a trailing 'Heavy' aircraft. However, both are 'Heavy' aircraft and hence

no matter the type of the trailing aircraft, the minimum separation time is greater

than their runway occupancy time. As such, in this dataset, it is evident that no

further improvements in ROT will lead to improvements in arrival throughput.

Nonetheless, this analysis informs CAG of the need to focus their campaign efforts

since most flights' ROT do not exceed the minimum separation time between arrivals

and hence a reduction in ROT for most flights will not result in increased arrival
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Figure 3-3: Runway occupancy time of arrival flights in dataset without the outlier

throughput. Instead, when analyzing ROT of flights, CAG should focus on the flights

with high ROT and if the ROT does exceed the minimum time separation between

that flight and its trailing flight, CAG should then have a more targeted campaign

towards those flights' airlines to encourage ROT reduction.

3.2.2 Surface Congestion Hotspots

In order to identify the key congestion hotspots on the airport surface, a map of

average speed of the aircraft on the airport surface is plotted. To do so, the aircraft

track data was organized by latitude and longitude coordinates and for each unique

latitude-longitude coordinate, the average speed of aircraft whose speed have been

logged for those coordinates will be calculated. Speeds of greater than 30 knots are

removed in the process of constructing these plots, as that would mean the flights are

either accelerating for takeoff or decelerating after landing, which is of no concern for
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the purpose of this analysis.

In such average speed plots, it's evident which areas on the airport surface have

slower average speeds (as indicated by the color of the points in that area) and are

hence congestion hotspots. The congestion hotspots for arrival operations tend to

be around the taxiways that funnel directly from the rapid exit taxiways to other

taxiways closer to the terminal area. Furthermore, average speed plots for arrivals in

particular also reveal the rapid exit taxiways and runways used in arrival operations.

As seen in Figure 3-4, the main rapid exit taxiways used can be easily identified with

such a plot. The rapid exit taxiways are identified and labeled in red.

1 33 1 34 1 35
Latitude

1 36 ' 37

143 9;

103 975

03

103 99

104

Figure 3-4: Average speed (in knots) of arrival flights on the surface

On the other hand, average speed plots for departures not only reveal areas of

congestion on the taxiways while departing flights taxi-out, but also reveal areas

where runway queues build up (indicated and labeled in red in Figure 3-5). It is

useful to know where runway queues build up, as it aids the analysis of runway

queues over time using aircraft track data, which will be detailed in the subsequent
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subsection.
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Figure 3-5: Average speed (in knots) of departure flights on the surface

3.2.3 Runway Queues

Analyzing runway queues over time-of-day is essential in understanding the peak

hours in airside operations, where taxi times are longer and more delays are expected.

This could prove useful for current and future operations planning, where for example,

pushback schedules could be adjusted either strategically or tactically in view of

runway congestion at certain times of the day.

To model runway queues over time using aircraft track data, areas of the taxiways

where runway queues are most likely to build up are first identified, as shown earlier

in Figure 3-5, where the two red boxes represent the areas where runway queues build

up. Subsequently, the aircraft tracks are used to determine the runway queue length

by counting the number of aircraft in those queuing boxes.

Figure 3-6 shows the runway queue length for 02C. There is no queue in that area
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before 6.00 am. This is expected, as Changi Airport shuts down one runway from

3.00 to 6.00 am each day. From 6.00 to 7.30 am, queues of length 1, 2 or 3 (unit:

number of aircraft) are observed from the aircraft track data.
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Figure 3-6: Runway Queues in Area 1 (02C)

Subsequently, for area 2 where aircraft queue to depart from runway 02L, there are

queues before 6.00 am (Figure 3-7), and the queues are at most of length 2. Since 02L

is primarily used for arrivals, one would expect and observe a smaller queue length.

Due to limited track data that does not span the entire day of operations, we are not

able to look at queue length at other times of day.
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Figure 3-7: Runway Queues in Area 1 (02L)

3.2.4 Rapid Exit Taxiway Usage

Rapid Exit Taxiway (RET) usage is of interest to CAG, as it helps them to understand

trends in taxiway usage and hence use them to plan for future runway operations with

the existing two runways and also the additional runway they are building.

Using the aircraft track data, each aircraft's track is interpolated to get latitude

and longitude coordinates of each aircraft on the surface per second. Each of these

aircraft's track is then combed through to see if any part of the track lies on any of

the RETs. The coordinates of each RET is derived from the airport layout and then

used in the aforementioned procedure to determine RET usage. It is worth noting

that because the time period over which data is available is so short, only certain

RETs seem to be used. A bigger time period could and most probably would include

other existing RETs.

In this small set of data, we see that majority of the arrival flights use rapid exit

taxiway W5, followed by W4. This is presented in Table 3.7 and Figure 3-8. Rapid

exit taxiways W3 - W5 are more commonly used as compared to E3 - E5, since
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Figure 3-8: Rapid Exit Taxiway Usage

arrivals primarily use 02L/20C. As W5 is the first exit, followed by W4 and then W3,

runway occupancy times drop as more flights use W5 to exit. Hence, it is desirable

for more flights to exit using W5 when landing on 02L/20C.

With more data, we can study trends in rapid exit taxiways usage more conclu-

sively - for example, which rapid exit taxiways are used more frequently, what fraction

of flights use which rapid exit taxiways, rapid exit taxiway usage over time-of-day and

seasons. Knowing such trends in rapid exit taxiway could be beneficial in future air-

side operations planning, especially when planning the addition of the third runway

at SIN.

3.2.5 Taxiway Routes

Understanding the taxiway routes taken by pilots provides valuable information when

planning future operations with the addition of the third runway and the transition
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Rapid Exit Taxiways Count of Arrival Flights % of arrival flights (with RET usage data)
W3 1 1.96
W4 12 24
W5 34 66.67
E3 1 1.96
E5 3 5.88

Table 3.7: Rapid Exit Taxiway Usage

period prior, so as to prevent potential disruptions to operations.

Figures 3-9 and 3-10 show the taxi-routes for five arrival flights and five departure

flights, respectively.

Figure 3-9: Example of several arrival flight tracks on the surface

With more data, these aircraft track data could be used to study taxi route trends,

and infer the impacts of adding a third runway on the route pilots may take and the

consequent congestion spots on surface. We could also use this analysis to determine

more efficient taxi-routes to reduce congestion on the airport surface.
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Figure 3-10: Example of several departure flight tracks on the surface
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Chapter 4

Queue Model for Airport Surface

Operations

The airport surface is a complex system of taxiways, ramp areas and runways, with

many working parts and factors that come into play and affect the performance of

airport surface operations. The main components of the airport system are detailed

in Figure 4-1, where it includes runways, gates, ramp area near gates and taxiway

system connecting gates/ramp to runways. With Changi Airport building a third

runway and the associated operational adjustments that will have to be made with

the construction and transition, it is important to model current and future airport

surface operations in order to understand and predict the impact on airport surface

operations and its performance.

To that end, a queueing model is developed to model the airport surface, and to

estimate taxi times as well as surface congestion in terms of the different queues on the

surface. The queuing model of the existing 2-runway system is developed using eight

months of airport operational data (January - March 2017; January - May 2018).

The dataset is appropriately divided into a training set (for model development) and

a test set (for validation). Such a model not only demonstrates the potential of

such models in accurately representing current operations, but it is also useful for

predicting impacts from any operational interventions. It is also essential for the

planning of the third runway, where planners can extend this model to a 3-runway
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Figure 4-1: Airport system diagram [13]

model to understand and prepare for the associated impacts and operational changes.

The queueing model built will be further illustrated in the following sections.

4.1 Literature Review: Airport Departure Pro-

cess Modeling

There are two main categories of literature in airport departure process modeling.

The first category centers on computing airport-related delays. Given that the run-

way system is the main throughput bottleneck in the airport system [15], most of the

literature in this category focuses on modeling runway-related delays with analytical

queueing models. In these models, aircrafts taking off and landing are seen as cus-

tomers to the runway queueing system and there's no consideration of any related

delays in the other components of the airport system, e.g. taxiways. Kivestu [17]

and Pyrgiotis et al. [23] computed delays in departures by considering delays at the
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runways under dynamic and stochastic conditions. Kivestu [17] modeled the runway

system as a time dependent M/G/k queue and explored five different models to com-

pute expected wait time in such a runway queueing system. Meanwhile, Pyrgiotis

et al. [23] used a M(t)/Ek(t)/1 queueing system to model the runway system where

service time is kth-order Erlang distributed and arrivals are a non-stationary Poisson

process. Although such models cannot provide granular results/ analysis like predict-

ing each aircraft's taxi-out time, they are advantageous for longer planning horizons

as they produce quick and aggregate results on for example, expected decrease in de-

lays from the addition of a new runway. There are also models that extend queueing

analysis beyond the runway, where they incorporate other surface operations into the

models, e.g. taxiway operations. Such models compute airport-related delays and

are more representative of surface operations. An example of such a model is the De-

tailed Policy Assessment Tool (DPAT), the first system-wide model that incorporates

delays not only in the runways but also in the taxiways. There is also LMINET that

incorporates taxiway delays by modeling it as a M/M/1 queue [19].

The second category focuses on predicting taxi-out times. In the initial papers,

a lot of focus was placed on understanding the main factors that influence taxi-out

times, and hence using them to predict taxi-out times. Shumsky [25] [26] identified

several key explanatory variables such as departure demand and airline, and built a

model using these variables to predict taxi times. However, the model presented does

not consider stochasticity of the runway service process. Idris et al.[14] also looked

at the causal factors that determine taxi-out time and created a statistical regres-

sion model using these factors to predict taxi-out times. Despite understanding the

main causal factors, these models do not consider the runway service process and the

stochasticity of the departure process. Pujet et al. [22] developed a basic stochastic

queueing model to address these concerns. In their paper, the runway service process

is probabilistic and taxi time is defined as the combination of runway queueing time

and travel time from gate to runway threshold. Taxi time for each airline in each

runway configuration is modeled probabilistically. Simaiakis and Balakrishnan [27]

further refined and built a more complete queueing model of the departure process,
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where ramp and taxiway interactions were taken into consideration for a better reflec-

tion of the complex departure process that involves multiple interacting queues. In

their paper, new methods of deriving unimpeded taxi time, modeling runway service

process and the ramp-taxiway interactions were introduced to better estimate runway

and taxiway delays. Simaiakis and Pyrgiotis [30] then further extended this model

by incorporating the runway queueing engine by Kivestu [17] to create a powerful

model that generates the sequence at which aircrafts arrive at the runway, predicts

the associated runway queueing delay and hence taxi-out times. Recently, Badrinath

et al. [2] built an integrated surface-airspace model to produce a more complete rep-

resentation of the departure process. The airport surface is represented as a queueing

network, with consideration of queues at various points of the surface (e.g. taxiways/

ramps) and congestion due to both departures and arrivals. This allows prediction of

not only taxi-out times, but also taxi-in times of arrivals as well as the various queues

on the surface. The methodology used to model the airport surface in their paper

will be adopted in this thesis to model Changi Airport.

4.2 Queueing Network Model

The pointwise stationary fluid flow approximation (PSFFA) model is adopted for the

queueing network model in this thesis, and it draws on both the flow conservation

principle as well as steady state queueing theory. This model was first presented by

Badrinath and Balakrishnan [1] and further refined in Badrinath et al. [2], and it

will be adopted and presented in the following section. In this section, the model for

single queue will be presented first, followed by extension to queueing networks.

4.2.1 Single Class Queues

Let x(t) represent the average number of aircraft in the queue, and let fi(t) and f0(t)

represent the inflow and outflow rate of the queue at time t respectively.

i(t) = -fo(t) + fi(t) (4.1)
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Equation (4.1) is derived from the flow conservation principle, and the terms in

Equation (4.1) are all ensemble averages at a certain time instant. It illustrates that

the change in average number of aircraft in the queue is the difference between inflow

and outflow rate from the queue at time instant t.

The inflow rate into the queue at time t is equal to the average arrival rate into

the queue, A(t). Meanwhile, the outflow rate depends on both the average service

rate of the queue server as well as the average utilization of the server at time t. As

such, fo(t) = p(t)p(t), where outflow rate is the product of average utilization (given

by p(t)) and average service rate (given by p(t)).

= -A(t)p(t) + A(t) (4.2)

G(x(t)) is then used to approximate average utilization, p(t). To approximate

p(t), G(x(t)) must first fulfill the following conditions:

1. G(O) = 0 and G(oo) = 1

2. G(x) is strictly concave and non-negative, Vx c [0, oc)

Condition 1 states that average utilization is 0 when average number of aircraft

in queue is 0 and it is 1 when there is an infinite number of aircraft in the queue. On

the other hand, Condition 2 represents congestion where average utilization of server

increases at a decreasing rate with average number of aircraft in queue. As such,

Equation (4.2) can be rewritten as:

=(t) -,p(t)G(x(t)) + A(t) (4.3)

where x(0) = xo To obtain an expression for G(x(t)), the Pollaczek-Khinchine

formula (Equation (4.4)) is used and the steady state number of aircraft in the system

is matched.

p2(1+C3)Xs = P + (4.4)
2(1 - p)
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Here, C, represents coefficient of variation, which is the standard deviation of

service time distribution divided by the mean of service time distribution. Since

G(x) approximates average utilization p(t), Equation (4.4) is manipulated such that

p is expressed in terms of x, giving us Equation (4.5).

x+l- fx 2 +i2C~x+1
p(t) ~ G(x) = 1 - C (4.5)

G(x) is then further approximated by ix to get a simpler expression. The C

parameter is derived by minimizing the following expression:

min (G(x) - C )dx (4.6)

Here, Xm denotes the expected maximum number of aircraft in the queue. As

such, we get the following ordinary differential equation (ODE) for queue length over

time:

(t) = -(t) +t)x(t) A(t) (4.7)
1+C(t)x(t)

4.2.2 Queueing Network

As the airport surface is a complex system of interacting queues, it is important to

extend the single queue model to a queueing network. Using the flow conservation

principle, a queueing network is where the output of one queue is the input of another

if they are connected. In this case, the ODE for queue length over time will look

slightly different, where the routing of aircrafts from one queue to another would

be considered. Let R be the routing matrix, and its elements ryj be the fraction of

customers joining queue i after leaving queue j.

CiX C Xjxi(t)= -Pi(t) Cixi +Ai(t)+ pI+ Cx rji (4.8)

Furthermore, if we consider the travel time from one queue to another, we will

then obtain the delay differential equation (Equation (4.9)), where Tji is the travel
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time from server j to server Z.

Cix- Cj(t - Tji)xj(t - -rii)
x -(t) +Ai(t)+Zp j(t-Tji) rCi(t-trji) (4.9)

1 + Ci I + Cj(t - -ri )x(t - (r.i)

4.3 Queue Model for Changi Airport

In this subsection, the queue model developed for Changi Airport will be elucidated.

First, the model inputs and outputs and data sources will be detailed. Then, the

model structure and the queueing network model specific to the airport surface layout

of Changi Airport will be introduced.

4.3.1 Model Inputs and Outputs

The model structure is similar to the ones in Simaiakis and Pyrgiotis [30] and Badri-

nath et al. [2]. The inputs of the model include:

1. Actual pushback times

2. Actual landing times

3. Gate location of departure flights

4. Runway used by departure flights

5. Runway configuration

6. Weather conditions

The model then generates a prediction of taxi-out time for each departing flight,

as well as prediction of the queues on the airport surface.

The model inputs are obtained from multiple sources. Inputs 1 to 5 in the above

list are retrieved from the set of airport operational data provided by Changi Airport

Group, which includes data from January to March 2017 and from January to May

2018. Weather conditions are retrieved from METAR reports.
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4.3.2 Queueing Network

To build a queueing model specific to Changi Airport, one has to first model the

existing airport surface layout. There are two runways: 02L/20R and 02C/20C, and

there are two possible runway configurations in Changi Airport: North-flow (02L,

02C I 02L, 02C) and South-flow (20C, 20R I 20C, 20R). Terminals 1 - 4 lie between

the two runways. This can be seen from Figure 4-2 where the image captures the

airport layout. This layout is fairly simple, as compared to airports like Charlotte

Douglas International Airport (CLT) which involves more complex operations like

runway crossing [2]. Evident from Figure 4-2, departing flights from all terminals

would not have to cross any runways to get to either runways.

Singapore, Singapore
WSSS

At-

V

Map not to state. Not to be used for navigational purposes.

Figure 4-2: Singapore Airport Layout [31]
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Runway Queue

(a) Queueing Network for SIN: North-flow (b) Queueing Network for SIN: South-flow

Figure 4-3: Queueing Network Representation of Changi Airport

Figure 4-3 presents a diagrammatic representation of the queueing network in

Changi Airport in both North-flow and South-flow configurations (shown in Figure

4-3a and Figure 4-3b respectively). The blue arrows in both diagrams represent the

departure process, whereas the orange arrows represent the arrival process. In both

North-flow and South-flow configurations, departures push back from their respective

gates and make their way to either runway queues, depending on runway assignment.

Whereas for arrivals, flights land on either runway depending on runway assignment

and make their way directly to the gates, encountering no ramp queues. Unlike the

queueing network presented in Badrinath et al.[2], the queueing model for Changi

Airport does not include taxi-in and taxi-out ramp queues and is hence not presented

as a queueing network, because Changi Airport's simple airfield layout allows easy

maneuver from respective terminals to runways without arriving flights significantly

obstructing flights taxiing-out. Furthermore, aircraft track data from Changi Airport

has also revealed little to no ramp queues.

Having provided queuing network representations for the airport surface, the sub-

sequent subsection will introduce the analytical model for Changi Airport.
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4.3.3 Analytical Queueing Network Model for Changi Air-

port

Using the analytical queueing model described in Section 4.2, a dynamic queueing

model is built for Changi Airport with consideration of its airfield layout and its

various runway configurations. There are two outputs to this model: prediction of

taxi-out times for each departing aircraft and runway queue lengths.

The ODE presented in Section 4.2 is adapted to Changi Airport to produce predic-

tions of runway queue length over time (Equation (4.11)). It is numerically integrated

forward in time to compute queue length over time. A departing aircraft is said to

be in the runway queue, if its gate to runway travel time exceeds the unimpeded

taxi-out time for its gate-runway combination and it has yet to take off. To then

produce predictions for each departing aircraft's taxi-out time, wait time in depar-

ture queue is estimated using runway queue length. Wait time in departure queue

together with unimpeded taxi-out time contribute to the prediction of taxi-out time

for each departing aircraft, because taxi-out time in this model is defined as:

T = Tunimpeded + Tdep.queue (4.10)

Unimpeded taxi-out time here is calculated by taking the 10th percentile of taxi-

out time distribution for each gate-runway combination. As such, there's a different

unimpeded taxi-out time for each gate-runway combination, as a result of different

distances.

First, the ODE representing departure runway queue dynamics in Changi Airport

is presented. Let Xd,,, be the number of aircraft in ith runway queue, where i=1,2

corresponds to runway 02L and 02C. Let A,,, be the mean service rate of departure

runway is server, and let Ad,,, be the mean arrival rate into departure runway queue.

The dynamics of the departure runway queue is hence given by:

dr = -Id,,_ (t) Cd,r (t)XdrM (t) Ad, (4.11)
1 +0Cd,(t)xd,) +
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Ad,.ri and pUdri can be derived from empirical data. We assume that the number of

landings on the departure runway and weather conditions (VMC/IMC) in a particular

time interval affect service rate. Figure 4-4 shows mean service rate as a function of

the number of landings on the departure runway (in a 5-minute window). The curve

was empirically determined using a linear fit to the data. We see that the mean

service rate decreases with an increase in number of landings, as expected. Although

weather conditions do affect service rate, service rate was not conditioned on weather

conditions because of insufficient data from time periods that report IMC conditions.

As explained in Section 4.2, the C parameter in the queue model (Equation (4.7))

is obtained by using Equation (4.11). However, the service time distribution (whose

standard deviation and mean are required for Equation (4.6)) cannot be easily derived

by taking the difference between successive out times of departing aircrafts. This is

because the wheels-off time for departing aircrafts in the data provided by Changi

Airport are of low resolution, where they are in minutes rather than seconds.

As such, a method suggested by Simaiakis and Balakrishnan [28] is adopted to

estimate service time distribution from service rate. Service time is assumed to follow

an Erlang distribution, and the parameters of the Erlang distribution (k, kyu) are

estimated from the service rates in empirical data using method of moments. Here, k
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and kp denote the shape and rate parameters. Service rates, as mentioned above, are

conditioned on number of arrivals landing on departure runway in that particular time

interval (5-minute window) and hence each unique number of landings in a certain

time interval has a corresponding service rate. The probability distribution function

of the service time distribution is given by:

g(t; k, kp) = (kp)ktklekit (4.12)
(k - 1)!

To compute k and p, the mean and variance of service rate from empirical data are

matched with the following expressions that represent the first and second moments

of empirical service rate distribution:

(i )k-1 k - lik - ek_ (kpWA)i) (4.13)A =E(i. ES
i=O j=(i-1)k+1

00 (i+1)k-1 k-lik- 'I (ki.A))
At2 (i2 _ (414

i=O j=(i-1)k+1

The Erlang parameters are determined in the following way: At is first obtained

by solving Equation (4.13) numerically as an increasing function of k. Then, for each

(k, kt) pair, the absolute error for Equation (4.14) is calculated and this iterates till

absolute error calculated increases. This is because any further increase in k would

result in an increase in the absolute error of the value of the second moment.

Subsequently, the differential equation (Equation (4.11)) is numerically integrated

forward in time to obtain predicted queue lengths over time. Using these predicted

queue lengths, wait time in departure queue can be estimated by considering the

time-varying service rate and the time of entry of the aircraft into the queue. Let

tin be the time at which aircraft enters queue and let x(ti,) be the predicted queue

length at time t = ti,. p(t) is the mean service rate of departure runway queue server,

and At is a small timestep. As such, the wait time in departure queue, W, for each

aircraft can be derived using the following algorithm:
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Q =X(ti);

q = Q; t = ti; W = 0;

while q > 0 do

q = q - y(t At;

W = W +At;

t = t + At;

end

W =W +q

Algorithm 1: Algorithm to compute the wait time in departure runway queue, W
Using the estimated wait time in the departure runway queue, we can then predict

taxi-out time for each departing aircraft by adding wait time in departure queue (if

aircraft is at all in a runway queue) to unimpeded gate-runway time. As mentioned

earlier, a departing aircraft is said to be in the runway queue, if its gate to runway

travel time exceeds the unimpeded taxi-out time for its gate-runway combination and

it has yet to take off.

4.4 Model Performance under North-flow

To assess the model performance, predictions of taxi-out times and queue lengths are

compared to actual taxi-out times and queue lengths. In this section, an analysis

of the model performance under North-flow will first be presented, and subsequent

modifications of the model in attempt to improve its performance will be presented

and analyzed.

4.4.1 Model Performance: Original Model (Model 1)

Predictions of taxi-out times and queue lengths are compared to actual taxi-out times

and queue lengths to assess performance of the model. To assess a model's prediction

of taxi-out times and queue length, several metrics like mean absolute error and

root mean squared error (RMSE) are used. Particularly for the prediction of taxi-

out times, the fraction of flights with absolute error < 5 minutes is computed as
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Figure 4-5: Actual and predicted taxi-out time distributions under North-flow (Model
1)

well. These assessments are done on both training and test sets. The training set

consists of 52,664 departures while the test set consists of 20,171 departures. A good

performance on the test set would indicate good out-of-sample performance by the

model, which is crucial when considering using the model for future predictions.

Statistic Taxi-out time (training) Taxi-out time (test)
Mean Error (min) 0.33 -0.12

Mean |Errorl (min) 3.58 3.54
RMSE (min) 4.74 4.68

Pt t. flights with I errore < 5 min 75.10 75.35

Table 4.1: Taxi-out time prediction performance under North-flow (Model 1)

The model performs well, as judged from the good out-of-sample performance.

As seen from Table 4.1, 75.35% of flights have their predicted taxi-out time within 5

minutes of the actual taxi-out time in the test t (tmean squared error (RMSE)

is also sufficiently low at 4.68 min. From Figure 4-5, it is also evident that both actual

and predicted taxi-out time distributions are sufficiently similar in both training and

test sets.

Queue length prediction has good performance as well, with RMSE as low as

1.18. As seen from Figure 4-6, there is reasonable agreement between both actual
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queue length distributions under North-flow (Model

and predicted queue length distribution in both training and test sets. Evidently,

out-of-sample performance is good with this model.

Statistic Queue Length (training) Queue Length (test)
Mean Error 0.26 0.19

Mean lErrori 0.60 0.58
RMSE 1.21 1.18

Table 4.2: Queue length prediction performance under North-flow (Model 1)

4.4.2 Model Performance: Additional Conditioning on De-

parture Fleet Mix (Model 2)

In order to further improve the predictive ability of the model, modifications are

made to the original model such that service rate is not only conditioned on number

of landings, but also on the departure fleet mix. Such a modification is made because

upon analysis of fleet mix at Changi Airport, it is found that fleet mix varies a

lot throughout the day. As seen in Figure 4-7, the fraction of heavy aircraft varies

throughout the day for both take-offs and landings. From approximately 12:00 to

3:00 am, there is a large fraction of heavy take-offs whereas there are more heavy
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Figure 4-7: Fraction of heavy aircrafts (in 15-minute intervals) throughout the day
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Figure 4-8: Relative demand of departures and arrivals throughout the day

As a result, conditioning on departure fleet mix, in addition to the number of

landings, is intended to improve the predictive ability of the model, since fleet mix

does affect service rate and service time. The service rate at time t is conditioned with

respect to the departure fleet mix at time t - y where y = mean taxi-out time. As

shown in Equation (4.15), departure fleet mix, m(t), is a binary variable. A threshold

of 0.5 is chosen in the definition of m(t), as it produces the greatest difference in mean
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time distributions under North-flow (Model

service rates between both groups. Other than conditioning service rate on departure

fleet mix and number of landings, everything else in the model remains the same.

if h(t) < 0.5

if h(t) > 0.5
(4.15)

The same metrics were used to assess Model 2's performance. Model 2 performed

only slightly better than Model 1, where RMSE of taxi-out time prediction for test

set is now 4.66 min (previously 4.68 min) and the percentage of flights with absolute

error < 5 min is now 75.48% (previously 75.35%). These are presented in Table 4.3.

Statistic Taxi-out time (training) Taxi-out time (test)
Mean Error (min) 0.29 -0.16

Mean |Error (min) 3.57 3.53
RMSE (min) 4.73 4.66

Pct. flights with jerror < 5 min 75.26 75.48

Table 4.3: Taxi-out time prediction performance under North-flow(Model 2)

This lower-than-expected improvement could be due to the fact that service time is

only significantly longer when a 'Heavy' departure is followed by a 'Large' departure

(120 seconds as per ICAO wake vortex separation). Other combinations ('Heavy'
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Figure 4-10: Actual and predicted queue length distributions under North-flow
(Model 2)

followed by 'Heavy', 'Large' followed by 'Heavy', 'Heavy' followed by 'Heavy') have

the same separation requirements of 90 seconds. Since a 'Heavy' followed by 'Large'

is not as common, it could explain the insignificant improvement. Similar trend holds

true even for the queue length prediction as shown in Figure 4-10 and Table 4.4.

Statistic Queue Length (training) Queue Length (test)
Mean Error 0.27 0.20

Mean lErrori 0.60 0.58
RMSE 1.21 1.19

Table 4.4: Queue length prediction performance under North-flow (Model 2)

4.4.3 Model Performance: Additional Conditioning on Ar-

rival Fleet Mix (Model 3)

Simaiakis et al [29] have found that 'Heavy' arrivals are more detrimental to departure

throughput than 'Heavy' departures. Since the presence of 'Heavy' arrivals is found to

lower service rate, conditioning service rate on arrival fleet mix (other than the number

of arrivals and departure fleet mix) could help to further improve the predictive

performance of the queueing model. As such in Model 3, service rate is further
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conditioned on arrival fleet mix, which is proxied by the fraction of heavy arrivals in

the time window. Given that there are three factors on which we condition service

rate, a regression tree is used to split them into groups with significantly different

service rates, based on number of arrivals landing on the runway, arrival and departure

fleet mixes. The depth of the regression tree is limited, where a maximum of 7 splits

is allowed to ensure there is no overfitting.

Figure 4-11 shows the regression tree obtained from the data which contains eight

leaf nodes. The regression tree branches based on only two of the three factors - num-

ber of arrivals (numArrAct) and fraction of heavy departures (fraclheavy-dept-all).

This signals that the fraction of heavy arrivals may not be useful in explaining dif-

ferences in service rates.

Statistic Taxi-out time (training) Taxi-out time (test)
Mean Error (min) 1.28 1.14

Mean lError f (min) 3.88 3.84
RMSE (min) 5.10 5.04

Pct. flights with lerrorl < 5 min 71.15 71.98

Table 4.5: Taxi-out time prediction performance under North-flow (Model 3)

Statistic Queue Length (training) Queue Length (test)
Mean Error 0.45 0.44

Mean lErrorl 0.68 0.67
RMSE 1.38 1.39

Table 4.6: Queue length prediction performance under North-flow (Model 3)

Contrary to prior belief that controlling for all three factors would improve the

predictability of the model, the performance of Model 3 deteriorated. As seen in Table

4.5, RMSE for taxi-out time prediction is now higher at 5.04 min for the test set. Only

71.98% of flights have absolute error < 5 minutes, as compared to 75.48% for Model

2 and 75.35% for Model 1. Similarly, for queue length prediction, the performance

of the model declined as seen from the higher RMSE and larger errors presented in

Table 4.6. This could be because arrival fleet mix does not add further predictive
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power (evident from the fact that the regression tree does not split on arrival fleet

mix), and controlling for it together with limited data just adds noise to the model,

leading to worse predictive performance.
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4.5 Model Performance under South-flow

Similarly, the three models as described in the previous section would be assessed

using flight operations in South-flow. As 90.5% of operations in SIN operates in

North-flow, there is lesser data for flight operations in South-flow.

4.5.1 Model Performance: Original Model (Model 1)

In this model, service rate is conditioned on the number of landings on departure

runway in each time interval. The same metrics are used to assess the performance

of the model.

The performance of the model for taxi-out time prediction is presented in Table

4.7 and in Figure 4-14, while the performance of the model for queue length prediction

is presented in Table 4.8 and Figure 4-15. There's good out-of-sample performance

for taxi-out time, where 72.35% of flights in the test set have absolute error of < 5

minutes. RMSE for both taxi-out time and queue length predictions in the test set

are also reasonably low, at 4.86 min and 1.31 respectively. Looking at Figures 4-14

and 4-15, there's also reasonable agreement between actual and predicted taxi-out

time and queue length distributions in both training and test sets.

Statistic Taxi-out time (training) Taxi-out time (test)
Mean Error (min) 0.88 1.27

Mean lError (min) 4.10 3.71
RMSE (min) 5.32 4.86

Pct. flights with lerror < 5 min 68.21 72.35

Table 4.7: Taxi-out time prediction performance under South-flow (Model 1)

Statistic Queue Length (training) Queue Length (test)
Mean Error 0.38 0.41

Mean IErrorl 0.72 0.64
RMSE 1.40 1.31

Table 4.8: Queue length prediction performance under South-flow (Model 1)
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4.5.2 Model Performance: Additional Conditioning on De-

parture Fleet Mix (Model 2)

Similarly, further conditioning of service rate on departure fleet mix is done to account

for varying fleet mix throughout the day, as seen in Figure 4-7. This model is applied

to South-flow flight operations to assess its performance.

The performance of Model 2 for taxi-out time prediction is presented in Table 4.9

and in Figure 4-16, while the performance of the model for queue length prediction

is presented in Table 4.10 and Figure 4-17.

Statistic Taxi-out time (training) Taxi-out time (test)

Mean Error (min) 0.49 0.62
Mean lErrorl (min) 3.87 3.35

RMSE (min) 5.10 4.45
Pet. flights with errorl < 5 min 71.50 77.32

Table 4.9: Taxi-out time prediction performance under South-flow(Model 2)

As expected, performance of Model 2 is better than that of Model 1 in South-flow,

where RMSE for both taxi-out time and queue length predictions in the test set are

lower than that of Model 1. RMSE for taxi-out time predictions decreased from 4.86
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Statistic Queue Length (training) Queue Length (test)
Mean Error 0.31 0.29

Mean lError 0.66 0.55
RMSE 1.29 1.12

Table 4.10: Queue length prediction performance under South-flow
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Figure 4-17: Actual and predicted queue length distributions under South-flow
(Model 2)

min to 4.45 min, while RMSE for queue length predictions decreased from 1.31 to

1.12. Conditioning on departure fleet mix, in addition to the number of landings, did

improve the predictive ability of the model. This improvement in predictive ability

from Model 1 to 2 is more stark under the South-flow than in North-flow.

4.5.3 Model Performance: Additional Conditioning on Ar-

rival Fleet Mix (Model 3)

In Model 3, service rate is further conditioned on arrival fleet mix, which is proxied by

fraction of heavy arrivals in time window where departing aircraft lands. Given that

there are three factors on which we condition service rate, a regression tree is used to

split them into groups with significantly different service rates, based on number of

arrivals, arrival and departure fleet mixes.

Figure 4-18 shows the regression tree built and there are 6 distinct groups with
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different service rates. Similar to North-flow, the regression tree branches based on

only two of the three factors - number of arrivals (numArrAct) and fraction of heavy

departures (fraclheavy-dept-all). This once again signals that the fraction of heavy

arrivals, contrary to prior belief, may not be useful in explaining differences in service

rates.

The performance of Model 3 for taxi-out time is presented in Table 4.11 and in

Figure 4-19, while the performance of the model for queue length is presented in Table

4.12 and Figure 4-20.

Statistic Taxi-out time (training) Taxi-out time (test)
Mean Error (min) 1.42 1.04

Mean |Errorl (min) 4.13 3.48
RMSE (min) 5.45 4.62

Pct. flights with |errorl < 5 min 69.20 75.52

Table 4.11: Taxi-out time prediction performance under South-flow (Model 3)

Statistic Queue Length (training) Queue Length (test)
Mean Error 0.49 0.35

Mean lError 0.69 0.55
RMSE 1.39 1.14

Table 4.12: Queue length prediction performance under South-flow (Model 3)

Similar to North-flow, the performance of Model 3 is not as good as that of Model

2, as RMSE for both taxi-out time and queue length predictions increased from Model

2 to 3. This is contrary to prior belief. As explained earlier, this could be due to the

fact that the regression tree never split on fraction of heavy arrivals, suggesting that

arrival fleet mix does not add further predictive power. Controlling for arrival fleet

mix with very limited data just adds noise and results in worse predictive performance.
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Chapter 5

Airport Capacity Analysis: Impact

of Additional Runway

Given the large amount of time needed to plan, build and finally operate a new facility,

CAG has always believed in building capacity before demand catches up. Changi

Airport Terminal 3 was planned way before current demand seemed to necessitate a

new terminal, and shortly within a few years of its operations, demand has caught

up with the previously excess capacity. Similarly, in recent years, a third runway

has been planned in SIN, even before airfield capacity has reached or is close to its

capacity. This is in anticipation of the growing air travel demand in the surrounding

region, where emerging economies are gaining momentum faster than ever. The Asia

Pacific region is set to be the main engine of growth in air travel demand in the next

20 years [161.

In this chapter, a literature review on capacity estimation and representation

will first be presented to lay the groundwork on capacity definitions and estimation

methods. Subsequently, the current achieved and theoretical capacity of SIN will be

analyzed, followed by an inference of the future theoretical capacity of SIN with the

third runway in place. In order to deduce future actual capacity of SIN, case studies of

three US airports will be conducted. Particularly, a case study of Charlotte Douglas

International Airport (CLT) will be examined because CLT previously underwent

a similar airfield expansion. Applying the findings from these airports, an inference
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about the future actual capacity of SIN will be made. This will help to inform planners

about future throughput at SIN and aid in the planning of future airside operations.

5.1 Literature Review: Capacity Estimation and

Representation

Airport capacity is defined as the number of aircraft movements (arrivals and depar-

tures) that can be performed in the airport in a fixed time interval (e.g. an hour,

15 minutes). Here, airport capacity is defined as constrained by runway capacity, as

the runway is often observed to be the main throughput bottleneck amongst various

checkpoints in the airport [15]. Airport/ runway capacity is affected by many factors,

such as weather conditions (VMC/IMC) and runway configurations.

Airport capacity can be determined empirically and also theoretically. Gilbo [11]

showed how actual throughput data could be used to plot a capacity envelope that

represents airport capacity, where the observed number of arrivals and departures in

15-minute intervals are plotted on a graph where the y-axis represents the number of

departures within that time interval and the x-axis represents the number of arrivals

within that time interval. Capacity curve is then estimated with a piecewise-linear

convex envelope over all these points. This method is sensitive to outliers, and hence

several methods of rejecting outliers were also presented: frequency-based (reject-

ing observations with low occurrences), distance-based (rejecting observations that

are far from other observations) and percentile-based outlier rejection (i.e. for each

number of arrivals, reject the observations with extremely high or low number of

departures). The area within and on the capacity curve are achievable throughputs

within the specified time interval. Other methods of estimating empirical capacity

have also been explored, for example Ramanujam and Balakrishnan [24] used a sta-

tistical method based on quantile regression to estimate capacity envelope. Other

papers have also modified the capacity envelope representation to study effects on

airport capacity. For example, Simaiakis et al. [29] let the color of each point on
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the capacity envelope plot represent the maximum number of Heavy departures ob-

served for that particular arrival-departure coordinate. This modification to capacity

envelope is used to examine the effect of Heavy departures on airport capacity.

Theoretical airport capacity envelope on the other hand can be derived with knowl-

edge of wake vortex separation requirements, air traffic control rules and operations.

Separation time or distance requirement between two aircraft depends on the weight

class of the leading and trailing aircraft, so as to avoid wake turbulence [7]. Given the

aircraft mix, separation requirements and runway configurations, the maximum run-

way throughput can be calculated and the theoretical capacity envelope can hence be

inferred. This methodology, developed by Blumstein [3], is presented in one of the top

reference books of the airport industry by de Neufville and Odoni [21]. This method-

ology is used to derive arrival capacity, but could be easily extended to departures

and runways with mixed operations.

To calculate the capacity of a single runway, it is first essential to derive the

time separation between each arriving/ departing aircraft so as to then deduce how

many aircraft can be handled per unit time. To do so for arrivals, the following

mathematical model is used. First, here are some definitions of the terms:

" r length of final approach

v = speed of aircraft of type i on final approach

" oi runway occupancy time of aircraft of type i

Let the leading aircraft be of type i, and trailing aircraft be of type j, and let

sij be the minimum separation distance between both aircrafts when airborne. Let

Ti be the minimum time separation between the landing of both aircrafts. Tij is

determined by the following equation:

max[rsi I , oi] when vi > v(
Ti = i Vi (5.1)

max[ , oi] when vi < v

The first case, where vi > vj, is the "opening" case, where speed of the leading

aircraft is greater than that of the trailing aircraft, and hence distance between them
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widens over time. The smallest distance between both aircrafts is when the leading

aircraft of type i is at the start of final approach. In this case, the time between both

aircrafts is T1 - -, unless the time interval between both landings is less than that
vi vi~

of oi which suggests leading aircraft has yet to clear the runway. The latter case is

the "closing case", where speed of the leading aircraft is less than or equal to that

of the trailing aircraft. In this case, the smallest distance between both aircrafts is

when leading aircraft of type i is at the runway threshold.

To derive the expected time separation between two aircrafts, fleet mix has to first

be taken into account, as it determines the probability of a certain type of aircraft

being the leading/ trailing aircraft. For example, if percentage of 'Heavy' aircraft

at an airport is 40%, then the probability of both leading and trailing aircraft being

'Heavy' aircraft is (0.4) * (0.4) = 0.16. As such, expected time separation is given by:

k k

E(Tij) = Z pij.Ti (5.2)
i=::1 j=1

The number of aircraft that could be handled per time interval could then be easily

found, after deriving expected time separation. This could then be easily extended

to more runways to derive capacity of the entire airfield.

The theoretical capacity envelope of the airport can hence be derived by calculat-

ing number of arrivals/ departures that could be handled at three main points: "all

arrivals" point (capacity of runways when used for just arrivals), "equal arrivals and

departures" or "alternating" point (where equal number of arrivals and departures

are handled/ alternated on the same runway, i.e. A-D-A-D) and "all departures"

point (capacity of runways when used for just departures).

5.2 Current Achieved and Theoretical Capacity of

SIN

Using the methodologies mentioned in Section 5.1, the current empirical and theo-

retical capacity of SIN will be presented in this section. As mentioned in previous
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sections, SIN currently has 2 runways - 02L/20R and 02C/20C. As SIN operates

with no mixed operations majority of the time, the following estimation of current

theoretical capacity will be done with the assumption that no mixed operations occur.

Using airport operational data from SIN where actual touchdown and takeoff

times of each flight are provided, the number of arrivals and departures for every 15-

minute interval is inferred and plotted together with the associated empirical capacity

envelope in Figure 5-1. Frequency-based outlier rejection criteria is used, where points

with five or less observations are considered an outlier. In Figure 5-1, the size of each

point represents the number of times that point occurs in the data.

On the other hand, for the theoretical capacity envelope, the data is first used

to find the average fleet mix in Changi Airport - 45% 'Large' and 55% 'Heavy' (as

mentioned in Section 3.1). Using separation requirements and assumptions about no

mixed operations, the theoretical capacity is calculated using the method described

in Section 5.1 and plotted in Figure 5-1 as well. The "all departures" point (as indi-

cated by the red asterisk) is found by calculating the number of departure movements

that can be achieved when there are no arrivals. This point corresponds to the de-

parture throughput on a single runway when there are no arrivals. Similarly, for the

"all arrivals" point (as indicated by the black asterisk), it is the number of arrival

movements that can be achieved when there are no departures. The "equal arrivals

and departures" point is estimated by simply assuming that arrivals and departures

are on separate independent runways and hence the numbers of arrivals and depar-

tures achieved are the same as those in "all arrivals" and "all departures" points

respectively.

As seen from Figure 5-1, the theoretical capacity envelope is partially inside the

empirical capacity envelope due to the no mixed operations assumption. This is

because as mentioned in Section 3.1, SIN does occasionally do mixed operations. As

a result, the estimated theoretical capacity is lower than what is actually achievable

with mixed operations. It is evident from Figure 5-1 that SIN is currently operating

close to theoretical capacity with no mixed operations most of the time. This hence

explains the need to expand the airfield capacity by planning and building a third
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runway to cope with future demand growth.
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5.3 Future Achieved and Theoretical Capacity of

SIN

In order to plan for the addition of a new runway, it is useful to understand the pro-

jected throughput in the future and use it to build a 3-runway model to project future

queue lengths, taxi times and potential congestion hotspots on airfield. Having esti-

mates of the future actual and theoretical capacity/ throughput and the consequent

performance metrics would be helpful in planning for future operations, e.g. testing

various operating scenarios to identify impacts and the optimal operating procedure.

As such, in this section, the future theoretical capacity of SIN is first estimated

using assumptions about airside operations, aircraft fleet mix and runway config-

urations. Subsequently, case studies of three US airports will be analyzed. Various

metrics to measure the difference between achieved and theoretical capacity envelopes

will first be developed. These metrics would be used in each case study airport to un-

derstand the difference between achieved and theoretical throughput. A case study

of CLT will first be presented and used to understand how an additional runway

could impact actual throughput in SIN in the future, since a similar expansion was

completed in CLT recently. Then, analyses of achieved and theoretical throughput at

Newark Liberty International Airport (EWR) and Dallas/ Fort Worth International

Airport (DFW) will be conducted, as they have similar parallel runway configura-

tions. An analysis of these case studies is intended to help in the estimation of future

achieved throughput at SIN. This is done so by examining the difference between

achieved and theoretical capacity at these airports using the metrics developed and

subsequently utilizing these findings to infer what SIN's future achieved throughput

would be.

5.3.1 Future Theoretical Capacity of SIN

With the third runway added to the airfield, capacity undeniably increases but the

question remains on how much capacity increases by. In this following estimation,
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the third runway is assumed to be used for mixed operations while the other two

runways are assumed to remain the same operationally, i.e. one for arrivals and one

for departures exclusively. This is similar to the operations in CLT post-expansion,

where two runways are used for mixed operations and one for arrivals exclusively. As-

suming that separation requirements, fleet mix and all else remains the same, future

theoretical capacity is computed. Figure 5-2 shows the estimated future theoreti-

cal capacity envelope, together with the current empirical and theoretical capacity

envelope on the same plot for comparison. The "all departures" point is found by

calculating the number of departure movements that can be achieved when there are

no arrivals. This point corresponds to the departure throughput on a single runway

when there are no arrivals. Similarly, for the "all arrivals" point, it is the number of

arrival movements that can be achieved when there are no departures. The "equal

arrivals and departures" point is estimated by assuming alternating operations in the

third runway (i.e. A-D-A-D), with exclusive arrivals/ departures operations on the

other two.

Future theoretical capacity evidently increases significantly with a third runway,

where the number of departures/ arrivals handled at "all departures" and "all ar-

rivals" points doubled respectively. The "equal arr and dep" point capacity also al-

most doubled. Consequently, the additional runway would provide SIN the capacity

to deal with significant growth in air travel demand in the future.

5.3.2 Measuring the Difference between Achieved and The-

oretical Capacity

In this subsection, various metrics to measure the difference between achieved and

theoretical capacity envelopes will be introduced. These metrics are developed to

investigate the differences between achieved and theoretical capacity at various case

study airports. These airports are chosen due to their similarity to SIN, and hence

the derived differences in achieved and theoretical capacities at these airports could

be used to infer future achieved throughput at SIN.
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Metric 1: 3-Point Ratio

The first metric presented is the 3-point ratio, where the ratio of theoretical through-

put to achieved throughput is calculated at three main points: "all arrivals" point,

"all departures" point and "equal arrivals and departures" point. These three points

are considered because theoretical capacity is often calculated and presented by cal-

culating throughput at these three points.

This metric is easily derived, and also very interpretable. A ratio of < 1 would

suggest that theoretical throughput is lower than achieved throughput at that point,

whereas a ratio of > 1 would suggest that achieved throughput is lower than theoret-

ical throughput. However, one limitation of this metric is that it disregards the other

points at which the airport operates at, and it also does not consider the frequency

of the points at which the airports operate at. It might be useful to take these into

account when attempting to understand future achieved throughput for the purpose
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of operations planning.

Metric 2: Weighted Average Normal Euclidean Distance between Achieved

and Theoretical Envelope

In this metric, the perpendicular distance from each point on the empirical ca-

pacity envelope to the theoretical envelope, li(a, d), is first calculated. li(a, d) is the

Euclidean distance between a point on the empirical capacity envelope (ai, di) and

the corresponding point on the theoretical envelope (ain, din), where the line join-

ing these two points is perpendicular to the empirical envelope at point (ai, di). A

graphical representation of these perpendicular distances is presented in Figure 5-3,

where the orange arrows represent the perpendicular distances between the empiri-

cal envelope (in purple) and the theoretical envelope (in yellow). The perpendicular

distance is negative, if the theoretical capacity envelope is less than the empirical

capacity envelope. The perpendicular distances are computed using Equation (5.3).

The distances are then weighed by the number of observations at these operating

points, fi(a, d), and a weighted average is then taken, to obtain a weighted average

normal Euclidean distance between actual and theoretical envelope (WANED) as

presented in Equation (5.4).

1i (a, d) = - V(aT - ain)2 + (di - din) 2 ) if (ai > ain)or(di > di) (5.3)
(ai - ain)2 + (di - din)2  otherwise

WANED - =1 fi(a, d) * 1i(a, d) (5.4)
E 1 fi(a, d)

A benefit of this metric is that it takes into account the frequency of each point

the airport has operated at. The magnitude and sign of this metric also give an idea

of the scale and direction of the distance between achieved and theoretical envelope.

However, it might be difficult to reasonably infer the throughput at any particular

point using this metric, as this metric only allows a generic understanding of the
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Figure 5-3: Graphical Representation of Perpendicular Distance between Achieved

and Theoretical Envelope

distance between the two envelopes.

Metric 3: Weighted Average Difference in Number of Departures

In this metric, for each number of arrival, the difference between the corresponding

number of departures on the empirical and theoretical envelope is computed. A

graphical representation of these differences is presented in Figure 5-4, where the

orange arrows refer to the vertical distances between the two envelopes which gives the

difference in number of departures given by both envelopes for each number of arrival.

A weighted average of the difference is computed, with the weights corresponding to

the frequency of observations, to obtain the weighted average difference in number of

departures between the two envelopes (WADD).

This metric is easy to compute, and provides a good idea of the distance between
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Figure 5-4: Graphical Representation of Difference in Number of Departures (Vertical
Distance) between Achieved and Theoretical Envelope

two envelopes. However, in cases where the maximum number of arrivals achieved

is significantly smaller than the number of arrivals achievable theoretically, it is not

possible to find the distance between both envelopes for the number of arrivals be-

tween maximum number of arrivals achieved and number of arrivals achievable. For

example, as seen in Figure 5-4, we cannot find the distance between both envelope

when there are 25 arrivals in a 15-minute interval because the maximum number of

arrivals achieved is approximately 21. As such, in such cases, the weighted distance

between both envelopes will be underestimated.

5.3.3 Case Study: CLT

In order to understand the impact of adding a third runway on SIN's capacity, we

compare the throughput increase at CLT because of a similar airport expansion. In
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2010, a third parallel runway (18R/36L) was opened at CLT to the left of the existing

parallel runways (Figure 5-5). The new runway (18R/36L) is used for arrivals only.

In CLT, there are 3 main runway configurations both before and after the addition

of the third runway: 1) South-flow: 18C, (18R), 23 1 18C, 18L, 2) North flow: 36C,

(36L), 36R I 36C, 36R, 3) 23 f 23. The third configuration is only used at night for

noise abatement purposes.
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Figure 5-5: CLT airport layout [32]

Given the similarity in situation between SIN and CLT back in 2010, it is thought

to be sensible to compare the two airports and use this comparison to infer SIN's

future actual throughput when 1) the third runway is initially opened, and 2) a
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few years after when demand increases and moves closer to the new capacity. An

understanding of the future actual throughput at these points in time helps in the

inference of future airport performance, in terms of the various queue lengths or

queuing processes on the surface as well as taxi times. This could greatly aid future

airport operations planning.

Prior to the addition of the new runway in 2009, total arrivals from March -

May 2009 stands at 14,354 while total departures stands at 14,765 in the same time

period under North-flow configuration and VMC. Just after the new runway opened

in January 2010, total arrivals and departures remained at pretty similar levels, as

seen from Table 5.1. With demand approximately the same after opening, we would

want to compare these 2 time periods to see the immediate impact of adding a third

runway on actual capacity envelope. Subsequently, we want to compare time periods

March - May 2010 and March - May 2018 where demand increased by about 1.5

times, to infer the impact on actual throughput from adding a third parallel runway

when demand pushes closer to the new theoretical capacity. These comparisons aim

to illuminate the impact on the difference between actual throughput and theoretical

capacity, and hence infer the future actual throughput at SIN when the third runway

opens for operations.

Period Total Arrivals (VMC, NF) Total Departures (VMC, NF)
Mar - May 2009 14,354 14,765
Mar - May 2010 15,952 16,597
Mar - May 2018 24,346 24,174

Table 5.1: Total arrivals and departures in CLT under VMC and North-flow config-
uration

First, we look at the change in theoretical capacity after the addition of the third

parallel runway, as presented in Figure 5-6. The third parallel runway performs ex-

clusively arrival operations, while the other two parallel runways continue performing

mixed operations. The "all departures" point expectedly did not change before and

after the addition of third parallel runway as the new runway is only used for arrivals.

The "all arrivals" point increased by 1.5 times after the addition because in an all
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arrivals case, all three parallel runways are now used for arrival operations while only

2 were used before the third runway was added. The "equal arr and dep" point has

the same number of departures but more arrivals since the third runway is used to

handle arrivals only.

To investigate if this increase in capacity results in an increase in actual through-

put, a comparison between 2009 and 2010 empirical capacity/ throughput is con-

ducted. As seen in Figure 5-7, the empirical capacity envelope is pushed out after

the addition of the third parallel runway, showing greater empirical throughput as

compared to 2009.
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Figure 5-6: Theoretical Capacity Before and After 3rd Parallel Runway

With demand increased by approximately 1.5 times from 2009/2010 to 2018, ac-

tual throughput in 2018 is expected to push closer to the new theoretical capacity.

Evident from Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9, the 2018 empirical capacity envelope is closer
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Figure 5-7: Empirical and Theoretical Capacity in 2009 and 2010

to the new theoretical capacity than in 2010 where demand remains similar to that

in 2009 before the third runway was added.

Using the metrics developed in the previous subsection, the difference between the

achieved and theoretical envelopes are measured, and these differences are compared

across 2009, 2010 and 2018. Learning about how these metrics change over time with

the capacity expansion and the rise in demand in CLT could help in inferring future

achieved throughput in SIN (given estimates of its future theoretical capacity).

Using Metric 1 (as seen from Table 5.2), when comparing 2009 and 2010, the

ratio at "all departures" point fell from 1.63 to 1.32 because the addition of the

third runway did not change capacity at "all departures" point and hence with the

slight increase in demand from 2009 to 2010, the ratio decreased. As observed in
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Figure 5-8: Theoretical and empirical capacity envelopes in 2010

Figure 5-7, empirical capacity envelope is pushed out after the addition of the third

parallel runway, showing greater empirical throughput in 2010 as compared to 2009.

Consequently, the increase in ratio at "equal arr and dep" point is not as much as we

expect given the accompanied increase in demand. Similarly, the ratio increased at

"all arrivals" point, given the additional arrival handling capacity.

Comparing 2010 and 2018, we see that the ratio decreased as expected at "all

departures" point, as the departure handling capacity remained the same from 2010

to 2018 while demand increased. However, at both "equal arr and dep" and "all

arrivals" points, the ratios remained the same. This is contrary to the decrease we

would expect. As mentioned before, one downside of this metric is its sole focus on

the 3 main points and it disregards the other points at which the airport operates

at. By inspection of Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9, it is evident that empirical envelope
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Figure 5-9: Theoretical and empirical capacity envelopes in 2018

pushed closer to theoretical envelope in 2018 but this is not reflected in Metric 1, as

it does not consider most of the points on the envelope.

Period "All departures" point "Equal arr and dep" point "All arrivals" point
Mar - May 2009 1.63 1.08 1.39
Mar - May 2010 1.32 1.11 1.77
Mar - May 2018 1.12 1.11 1.77

Table 5.2: Metric 1 (3-point ratio) across all 3 periods

On the other hand, with Metric 2 (WANED), such anomalies are not observed

(as seen in Table 5.3). From 2009 to 2010, the measured metric increased from 6.04

to 7.01 as expected, since capacity was expanded from 2009 to 2010. From 2010

to 2018, the metric decreased to 5.65 due to demand increasing by 1.5 times with
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capacity remaining the same. This metric performs well in describing the difference

between both envelopes.

Period WANED
Mar - May 2009 6.04
Mar - May 2010 7.01
Mar - May 2018 5.65

Table 5.3: Metric 2 (WANED) across all 3 periods

Using Metric 3, it's observed that the metric decreases from 2009 to 2010 and to

2018 (as seen in Table 5.4). The decline from 2009 to 2010 is not expected given

the addition of the third runway in 2010, whereas the decline from 2010 to 2018 was

expected since demand increased while capacity remained the same, pushing achieved

envelope closer to the theoretical envelope. The anomaly observed from 2009 to 2010

casts light on the limitations of Metric 3. Metric 3 is unable to adequately represent

the expansion in arrival handling capacity in 2010 because the maximum number

of arrivals achieved is significantly smaller than the number of arrivals achievable

theoretically. It is thus unable to account for the difference in number of departures

between both envelopes where it matters most - where arrival capacity was increased.

Period WADD
Mar - May 2009 6.77
Mar - May 2010 5.95
Mar - May 2018 4.79

Table 5.4: Metric 3 (WADD) across all 3 periods

The comparison of these three metrics across the three time periods represents

and sheds light on the difference between both envelopes. The way these metrics

change across time periods shows us the evolution of the differences in both envelopes

with capacity expansion and increases in demand. It would be useful in deducing

future achieved throughput in SIN, in anticipation of an additional parallel runway

as well as demand growth.
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5.3.4 Case Study: EWR and DFW

EWR and DFW are also good case study airports to examine to deduce future actual

throughput at SIN. This is due to the similarity they share with SIN in terms of

runway configuration. They both have runway configurations where two or more

parallel runways are used for arrival and departure operations like SIN. In the case

of EWR, one of the most frequently used runway configuration is 22L I 22R, where

one of the two parallel runways is used for arrivals and the other for departures. The

layout of EWR airport is presented in Figure 5-10. For DFW, majority of operations

are handled in the South-flow configuration (13R, 17C, 17L, 18R I 13L, 17R, 18L)

which involves several parallel runways for arrival and departure operations (as seen

in Figure 5-11). However in this configuration, majority of operations only involves

three of the four arrival runways (17C, 17L, 18R) and two of the three departure

runways (17R, 18L).

Given these similarities in configuration, the derived difference between achieved

and theoretical throughputs at these airports could apply similarly to SIN as well,

allowing inference of future achieved throughput given knowledge of future theoretical

throughput. Furthermore, these two case studies also serve as a sanity check for the

three aforementioned metrics, ensuring that they are representative of the differences

between achieved and theoretical throughputs.

FAA's ASPM data was used to derive the achieved capacity envelopes of both

EWR and DFW. Throughput data for both airports are retrieved for the time period

May - August 2016. The theoretical envelopes of both airports are derived using the

methods described in previous sections. The achieved and theoretical envelopes of

EWR and DFW are presented in Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-13 respectively.

Evidently, EWR is operating very close to capacity and it is, at points, operating

above capacity. As seen from Figure 5-12, EWR does operate above its declared

capacity sometimes and its empirical capacity envelope is very close to its theoretical

envelope. On the other hand, DFW has ample capacity to deal with current demand,

as seen from the huge gap between empirical and theoretical envelopes. It is worth
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Figure 5-10: EWR Airport [10]

noting that the declared capacity is often lower than the theoretical capacity, possibly

suggesting conservatism in declared capacity estimation. Moreover, the declared ca-

pacity is often declared in one-hour intervals whereas the 15-minute declared capacity

presented here is simply derived by dividing the per-hour declared capacity by four.

This gives an overly conservative estimate of declared capacity, since controllers tend

to be able to handle heavier workload during a shorter period of time.

After deriving the achieved and theoretical capacity envelopes, the three met-

rics presented earlier are then used to assess the difference between both capacity

envelopes in these two airports.

Using 3-point ratio, the findings (presented in Table 5.5) corroborate what we
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could observe from Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-13. DFW has bigger ratios across all

three points, which is expected given that it has evidently more spare capacity. Fur-

thermore, at both "equal arr and dep" and "all arrivals" points, EWR has ratios

less than 1, which suggest it's operating above capacity at these points. At the "all

departures" point, the ratio is very close to 1, which suggests it's operating close to

capacity at that point.

Airport "All departures" point "Equal arr and dep" point "All arrivals" point
EWR 1.04 0.99 0.96
DFW 1.20 1.25 1.7

Table 5.5: Metric 1 (3-point ratio) for EWR and DFW

Whereas for Metric 2 (WANED), the weighted average normal average Euclidean

distance for EWR stands at 0.03 (Table 5.6), which goes to suggest that EWR on

average operates very close to capacity with average Euclidean distance between both
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Figure 5-12: EWR's achieved and theoretical capacity envelopes

envelopes being so close to 0. On the other hand, Metric 2 for DFW stands at 9.76,

which is a huge contrast to EWR's. This illuminates the stark difference in distance

between both envelopes for both airports.

Using Metric 3 (WADD), EWR's weighted average difference in number of de-

partures is -4.08 while it's 7.83 for DFW. This metric is very small for EWR because

in this case, the empirical envelope is outside the theoretical envelope when number

of arrivals > 11.5. For that range of number of arrivals, the associated number of

departures is assumed to be 0 in theoretical envelope and hence the difference in

number of departures is large for those number of arrivals.

These case studies not only shed light on the abilities of these three metrics in

representing the difference between achieved and theoretical capacity envelopes, but

also provide guidance on how SIN's envelopes would look like.
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Figure 5-13: DFW's achieved and theoretical capacity envelopes

Airport Metric 2 (WANED) Metric 3 (WADD)
EWR 0.03 -4.08
DFW 9.76 7.83

Table 5.6: Metric 2 and 3 for EWR and DFW

5.3.5 Inferring Future Achieved Capacity of SIN

To infer the future achieved capacity of SIN, the current difference between theoretical

and achieved capacity in SIN is first examined using the three aforementioned metrics.

Subsequently, the case study findings and the estimated future theoretical capacity

of SIN are used to infer future achieved capacity of SIN.

Using Metric 1, it's evident that SIN is close to the theoretical capacity. The

three ratios of Metric 1 are presented in Table 5.7. The ratios at "all departures" and

"all arrivals" points are < 1, which implies achieved throughput exceeds theoretical
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throughput. As explained earlier, this is due to the assumption that SIN does not

conduct mixed operations, which it sometimes does. SIN's ratios are observed to be

similar to the ratios of EWR.

Airport "All departures" point "Equal arr and dep" point "All arrivals" point
SIN 0.93 1.01 0.87

Table 5.7: Metric 1 (3-point ratio) for SIN

Airport Metric 2 (WANED) Metric 3 (WADD)
SIN -4.05 -1.03

Table 5.8: Metric 2 and 3 for SIN

The results from using Metrics 2 and 3 are presented in Table 5.8. Both metrics

are negative, which suggests achieved capacity is in general higher than theoretical

capacity. This is once again due to the no mixed operations assumption.

To infer future achieved capacity of SIN, insights from the case studies as well

as the estimated future theoretical capacity of SIN will be taken into account. It

is of interest to derive future achieved capacity of SIN at two points in time: 1)

immediately after third runway is opened, 2) when demand has increased by 1.5

times from the time where third runway is opened. This is similar to the analysis

that's done for CLT, and it's meant to help understand the evolution of the capacity

envelopes with capacity and demand expansion. The methodology to calculate future

achieved capacity will be presented as follows:

Let aP7 be the pre-expansion theoretical-to-achieved-capacity ratio at airport a

at point i, where i = {1, 2, 3}. i = 1 refers to the "all departures" point, i = 2 refers

to the "equal arr and dep" point and i = 3 refers to the "all arrivals" point. aJ4sN, is

already computed and presented in Table 5.7.

Then, let po"t, be the post-expansion theoretical-to-achieved-capacity ratio at

airport a at point i, at time instant j. j = {1, 2}, where j = 1 refers to the time

instant immediately after third runway is opened, and j = 2 refers to the time instant
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where demand has increased by 1.5 times from the time where third runway is opened.

Finally, let future achieved capacity of SIN at point i at time instant j be AC jjt/' and

let future theoretical capacity of SIN at point i be TC'st .. Note that both ACPostli

and TCIN are tuples encompassing two values - first value for number of arrivals

and second value for number of departures.

ACP0t = TMst (5.5)
-SINi

The future achieved capacity of SIN at point i at time instant j is an element-

wise product of the future theoretical capacity of SIN at point i and the reciprocal of

post-expansion ratio of SIN at point i and time instant j. Since we do already know

TCSost .at each point i (as seen in Section 5.3.1), we would only have to derive t'j

Each of the three post-expansion ratios of SIN at time instant j can be derived using

the CLT case study. In CLT, a very similar expansion was conducted. As such, we

assume that the evolution of the ratios from pre to post expansion in CLT is similar

to what we expect of SIN. One drawback of this assumption is that both SIN and

CLT serve flights in very different regions and of different fleet mix, and hence their

ratios might not evolve as similarly as we expect. Nonetheless, this assumption would

still allow us to obtain a good estimation of SIN's future achieved throughput, given

the similarity in expansion plans.

As seen from Section 5.3.1 and Figure 5-2, the addition of a third runway at

SIN expands both arrivals and departure handling capacity as the third runway is

assumed to be used for mixed operations. This is in contrast to CLT, where the

addition of the third parallel runway only expands arrival handling capacity as the

third runway is used for arrival operations only. As such, it is more reasonable to

utilize the evolution of ratios at the "all arrivals" point as a benchmark, instead of

the "all departures" and "equal arr and dep" points, since only arrival capacity was

subjected to expansion in CLT and we are interested in investigating the effects of

capacity expansion.

To derive the three post-expansion ratios at SIN at time instant j = 1 (i.e. aUSINj
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for i = {1, 2, 3}), we use the following formula:

a2010
aPostA - CLT,3 pre(56

"siN,i = 2009 * SIN,i (5.6)
CeCLT,3

where aC21 and oz2003 are theoretical-to-achieved-capacity ratios at point 3 ("all

arrivals" point) at CLT in 2010 and 2009 respectively.

The evolution of the theoretical-to-achieved-capacity ratios from 2009 to 2010 is

used to determine aSI1Ni, because CLT similarly went through the addition of a third

runway in 2010 with demand remaining relatively constant. Ratios at "all arrivals"

point are used, because as mentioned above, the capacity expansion at CLT is only for

arrivals and hence the evolution of the ratios at "all arrivals" point is more relevant

to SIN where both departure and arrival capacity are expanded.

To derive the three post-expansion ratios at SIN at time instant j = 2 (i.e. -kst,

for i = {1, 2, 3}), a slightly different approach is taken. From time instant j 1 to

j = 2, only demand expansion takes place, where demand at j = 2 is 1.5 times that

of demand at j = 1. As such, we do not have to just look at evolution of ratios at "all

arrivals" point, as all three points could now be relevant for comparisons. Hence, we

first look at the evolution of the ratios from 2010 to 2018 for each point i in CLT and

then multiply this with post-expansion ratio at SIN at time instant j = 1, to derive

the post-expansion ratio at SIN at time instant j 2.

2018
post,2 _ CLTZ* post, 1

aSI,i 2010' * acSIN2  (5.7)
eCLT,i

Using these methods, the future theoretical-to-achieved-capacity ratios at time

instants j = 1 and j = 2 for SIN are derived and presented below (rounded to nearest

2 decimal places):

post,1 = 1.18 . post,2 1.00*cSIN 1 I SIN, 1.0

Opost, 1 - .9. post, 2 .2SaSIN2 = 1.29 * cSIN, 2 = 1.29

apost 1.11 post,2 111aSIN , 3 SIN 3 11
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Subsequently, using the formula presented in Equation (5.5), future achieved ca-

pacity at all three points and at both time instants are derived. Note that the future

achieved capacity calculated at each point and each time instant is presented as a

tuple with 2 values, where the first value is the number of arrivals achieved and the

second value is the number of departures achieved. These values are rounded off to

the nearest integer.

* ACPjsj= (0, 19) A = (0, 22)

* ACI,= (13,15) ACSN= (13,15)

*ACiP8 = (17, 0) 9 ACs", = (17, 0)

Having derived the future achieved throughput at two critical time instances, it

informs airport planners about the throughput they may expect when they add a

third runway and when demand pushes closer to capacity. This could be beneficial

when planning future operations in the short term and the long term, as it provides

airport managers and operators with the knowledge of the level of congestion they

are expecting and hence allow them to act accordingly to maintain a good level of

service.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Summary

The purpose of this thesis is to utilize currently available but overlooked data sources

to demonstrate their potential in understanding current operations, predicting future

operations and hence in improving current and future airside operations to reduce

delays and improve passenger experience. As a result, in this thesis, various data

sources provided by CAG have been analyzed to not only characterize current opera-

tions, but also build capabilities in predicting future airside operational performance

and hence planning for future operations.

First, the analysis of aircraft track data provided insights on current opera-

tions, where key areas of concern like runway occupancy time and surface conges-

tion hotspots were highlighted and characterized. With the limited amount of data

provided, this thesis demonstrated the potential of this data source in understanding

current operations and also providing information on the metrics that are of CAG's

concern (e.g. runway occupancy time). It could potentially bring operational bene-

fits if CAG regularly incorporates such analyses in the future, because understanding

airside operational performance in these areas allows them to better improve current

operations and plan for future operations.

Second, airport operational data were also utilized to build several queueing mod-

els, which aimed at estimating congestion-related delays and taxi-out times. The
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taxi-out time estimates from the queuing models have the potential to improve pre-

dictability as well as aid in the decision making process to reduce congestion on the

airport surface. These models could be used to predict impacts from any operational

interventions in the future, which would be very useful for airport planners/ opera-

tors who could use these models to predict the impacts of certain operational changes

without actually implementing it. This is especially so for SIN, where CAG has been

planning for the addition of a third runway. Planners could extend this model to a 3-

runway model to understand and prepare for the associated impacts and operational

changes.

Lastly, a capacity analysis was conducted to deduce the future achieved through-

put at SIN in both the short term and long term. This helps to inform planners

about future throughput at SIN after the addition of a third runway and hence aid in

the planning of future airside operations. Prediction of future achieved throughput

is done so in this thesis via analysis of current achieved and theoretical throughput

at SIN, and examination of several relevant case studies.

6.2 Extensions and future work

To predict future airside operational performance with the addition of a third runway

at SIN, future research could combine the efforts presented in Chapter 4 and 5. The

queueing model presented in Chapter 4 could be extended to a 3-runway model that's

informed by the future achieved throughput derived in Chapter 5 to understand how

taxi times and queue lengths would look like with the addition of a third runway.

This would greatly benefit CAG's endeavors in planning for this capacity expansion,

as it could highlight potential problem areas and hence necessitate certain operational

remedies.

Furthermore, if more aircraft track data could be attained, it'd be beneficial to re-

run the same analysis presented in Chapter 3 to get a more conclusive characterization

of current operations.

In its bid to solidfy its position as the best airport in the world, CAG has con-
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sistently tried to provide its passengers with fresh, innovative experiences. However,

it's also important for CAG to continue providing the best level of service for its

passengers via smooth and efficient airside operations. By taking a more data-driven

approach to its operations (as highlighted in this thesis), CAG would be able to better

identify areas of improvement in its operations and plan for a seamless transition to

the future.
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